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Introduction 
The research of the deuteron structure in the relativistic range is of 

eminent interest for relativistic nuclear physics in connection with fun
damental problems - confinement, spin crisis, vacuum structure, etc. It 
is known that the deuteron is the most simple bound system consisting 
of nucleons and therefore it was intensively investigated experimentally 
as well as theoretically. The existence of relativistic polarized deuteron 
beams (Dubna, Saclay) opens further possibilities and the hope to receive 
new information on the high momentum component of the deuteron - the 
strong-coupling polarized state of the system when its size becomes less 
than one of the free constituents and in this way forms a droplet of quark 
matter. 

The simplest reaction and the basic one to understand the deuteron 
structure itself, the peculiarities and mechanisms of hadron-deuteron and 
nucleus-deuteron interactions is the p + D __, zl +X process in the kine
matical region forbidden for single nucleon targets. 

The experimeuta.l data. for the fragmentation cross section of the un
polarized deuteron was presented in Ref. [1-3). This data was numerically 
discussed in the framework of relativistic dynamics on the light-front [2-6). 
In the analysis were used relativistic wave functions obtained from nonrel
ativistic ones (Paris, llonn, Reid). The argument. of the latter means the 
relative nucleon momentum in the center of mass frame of the nucleon pair. 
The relativistic kinematic was taken into account as well. The analysis of 
this data shows that the spectator mechanism dominates in the region 
q < 0.2_GeV /c (q is the nucleon momentum in the deuteron rest frame). 
A shoulder appeared in the region q = 0.2- 0.4 GeV /c and enhances the 
theoretical calculations based on the impulse approximation with differ
ent deuteron wave functions. This enhaucement was connected with the 
resonance pion mechanism due to the b.-isobar production. At the same 
time the value of this contribution is strongly depending on the off-mass 
shell behaviour of the N N __, 1r X vertex. The range of momentum q > 0.4 
GeV /cup to the kinematic limit is extremely interesting because namely in 
this range according to theoretical assumptions the transition to the quark 
level may be possible and the number of final states of the p + D __. p1 +X 
process is strongly restricted. 

The experimental results of the fragmentation process for tensor polar
ized deuterons to protons was presented in Ref. [3,7). The tensor analyzing 
power T2o was nwasnrPd at Dnbna up to q = 0.51 GeV /c and at Sacla.y up 
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to q = 0.42 GeV fc. The theoretical description ofT2o up to q = 0.2 GeV fc 
including only spectator mechanism is in good agreement with the data. 
In the intermediate region, contributions from different reaction mecha
nisms are obvious and their magnitudes are intensively investigated [8,9]. 
In the deep cumulative range (q > 0.4 GeV /c) strong disagreement be
tween the data and standard calculations in the impulse approximation is 
observed. It was shown in Ref. [11] that the momentum of the incident 
proton at Dubna and Saclay is not sufficient to transit to the asymptotic 
regime where mass corrections of the N N --+ 11" X vertex and the absence 
of the cross section factorization must be taken into account. Under these 
assumptions the calculated momentum dependence of T20 on the incident 
proton momentum is in good agreement with the observed data. 

The last experimental data on the vector polarized deuteron fragmen
tation to polarized protons was presented in Ref. [12,15]. This data was 
analyzed in Ref. [10] taking the rescattering and absorption mechanisms 
into account. In Ref. [11] the dependence of vector polarization trans
fer coefficient (K) on the incident proton mmnentum and the asymptotic 
behaviour of this observable were predicted. 

In the present paper we consider the fragmentation processes 
p + D --+ p' + X, p + D --+ p ' + X, p + D ...... p' + X of tensor, vec
tor and unpolarized deuterons to protons in the fra~ework of the covari
ant approach in the light cone variables on the basis of the relativistic 
deuteron wave function with one nucleon on-mass shell [16-19]. We in
vestigate the dependence of the tensor analyzing power T20 and vector 
polarization transfer coefficient J( on the momentum of nucleon-spectator 
scattering at the angle ()P, = 140°,180° and the momentum of the incident 
proton kp = 4.55, 8.9, 50, 103 (GeV /c). Calculation of polarization char
acteristics for different deuteron and proton spin orientations were made. 
The obtained results were compared with the asymptotic behaviour of 
these observables and the experimental data. The experimental verifica
tion of the predicted momentum and angular dependencies of the tensor 
analyzing power and the vector polarization transfer coefficient near the 
kinematical limit is of great interest. 

1. Relativistic Impulse Approximation for the Deuteron 

The impulse approximation is based on the assumption of the inde
pendent interaction of the incident particle (h) with constituents (N) of 
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Figure 1: The amplitude of the h + D--+ h' + D' process in the lA (a). The 
imaginary part of the forward amplitude of the h + D --+ h + D process in 
the IA (b). 

the deuteron (D). In this approximation the amplitude of the process is 
described by the Feynman diagram (Fig.l(a)). 

Here kp(kp•), p(p'), 1.:(1.:') are momenta of the incident (final) particle, 
the deuteron and of the deuteron constituent, respectively. The top block 
is the amplitude of the h + N --+ h' + N' process, the bottom one is the 
amplitnc!f~ of tlH' N + n ...... N' + n' !lrorPSS 

In the nonrela.tivistic limit (k2 ~ m 2,k'2 ~ m2 ) both nucleons are near 
mass-shell due to the small binding energy ED ~ m. The constituents of 
the deu.teron are nucleons. This assumption is proved experimentally. All 
deuteron models take this fact into account. In this limit according to the 
optical theorem the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude 
Fig.1(b) is connected with the cross section of the process. The proton 
deuteron cross section (or other observables) is expressed via the proton 
constituent cross section and the deuteron wave function. The hypothesis 
of the amplitude factorization was used as well. 

In the RIA the one nucleon approximation is widely used too. The ba
sic object of the investigation is the DN N vertex connected with the rela
tivistic deuteron wave function (RDWF). Different relativistic approaches 

.. [4,5,19-21] were t(sed to construct the RDWF. In the framework of covari
ant approaches in the relativistic region the constituents leave the mass 
shell and their properties may be different from free ones. Therefore the 
hypothesis of the amplitude factorization and consequently the cross sec-
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tion factorization may be violated. Note that in these approaches the 
DN N vertex describes not only the N N component of RDWF (S and 
D-waves) but also theN N pair production component of the RDWF (P
wave). In the relativistic region the contribution of the last mechanism 
may be considerable and the investigation of it may give the information 
on the vacuum structure. 

2. Tensor Analyzing Power T20 of the }J + D -+ p' +X Process in 
the Relativistic Impulse Approximation 

In the RIA the tensor analyzing power 120 of the p+ D -+ p' +X process 
In the framework of the covariant formalism in the light-cone variables with 
the RDWF [18] is deihwd by the formula 

..,f2 Sp{Azz . pE'l} 
T2o = -. (u} ~· 

3 Sp{A"''1. (ul} · 
(u) flo{i 

Here p~~, p~IJ arc the un polarized and the tensor polarized parts of the 

polarization deuteron density matrix. The tensor A~~· is expressed via the 
n N l\l VPl'tPV fnnrt10!~ !""u ?~ f0!!c".t:~ 

A~~= (m + k)-1f\,(m + q)r,13 (m + 1~)- 1 (kv +am+ {3k). 

Figure 2 shows calculation results of the dependence of T20 on the mo
mentum of the proton-spectator scattered at the angle Ov' = 140°, 180° for 
the momenta kp = 4.55, 8.9, 50, 103 Ge V / c of the incident proton. During 
the calculation the mass parameters o: = 1., {3 = 0. were used. It is seen 
a noticeable dependence of T20 on the momentum kv. With increasing kv 
the T20 tends to the asymptotic limit. Note that all curves at Ov' = 180° 
do not cross the dashed line, with decreasing BP' they move up and cross 
the dashed line at q = 0.51 GcV /c. 

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the our results of T2o with experi
mental data [3,7]. Good agreement between theory and experiment can 
be seen at kv = 4.55 GeV /c. At the low momentum kp = 1.75 GeV fc it is 
necessary a mbre detailed calculation of the exclusive p + D -+ p' + p + n 
process to describe the inclusive p + D ----> p' +X one. During the calcu
lation parameters a = 0.5, {3 = 0. were used. Note that our curves for all 
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Figure 2: Tensor a.na.lyzing power 120 of I h<' l' + J3--> p' +X process in the 
RIA: (a) Ov' = U0°, (h) 01'' = 180°. 

momenta kp at 8
1
,, = u;uo don't cross the dashed line in contrary to other 

results (3,6, 7]. The rea.son of this, in our opinion, is the violation of the 
amplitude factorization in the relativistic r<'~ion. 

3. Vector Polarization Transfer Coefficient of the p + D --> ji 1 +X 
Process in the Relativistic Impulse Approximation 

The vector polarization t.ra.nsfer coclflriPnt. from deuteron to proton is 
able to give independent information on t.he deuteron spin structure in 
the relativistic rc_?ion. l11 th_e RIA this ohs0rvable in the framework of 

""covariant formalism in the light-cone variables [19] is defined by formula 

SzJ{A"'1 fJl · p1','1} 
K = --'--t·=----.,"~ 

Sp{ ;lcr( 11) , (1(•:
3
)}' 

u 0! 
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Figure 3: Tensor analyzing power T20 of the p + D -+ p1 + X process in the 
RIA. Experimental data: o- Dubna (7), x - Saclay (3). 
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Figure 4: Vector polarization transfer coefficient for the p + jj -+ p 1 + X 
process in RIA. (a)- noncoplanar and (b,c)- coplanar kinematics. 
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Here p~J is the vector part of the polarization deuteron density matrix. 

The tensor A~"J is expressed as follows 

A~"J = {m + k)-1 f' a/s.S{m + ij)ftJ(m + k)- 1(kp +am+ {3k). 

Figure 4 shows calculation results of the dependence of Kt. ](2 , ](3 on 
the proton-spectator momentum and the scattering angles OP' = 140°,180° 
for the momenta kp = 4.5.5, 8.9, 50, 103 Ge V / c of the incident proton. The 
parameters a= 1., {3 = 0. were used. Also various kinematics (noncopla
nar - (a) and coplanar - (b,c)) for different deuteron and proton-spectator 
spin orientations are considered. In tlw first kinematic (a) spin vectors of 
the deuteron and the proton-spectator arc perpendicular to the scattering 
plane. In the other cases their spin vectors lie on the scattering plane. 
They are perpendicular (h) or parallel (c) to momenta of the incident pro
ton and the proton-spectator, respectively. 

In Fig.4{a),(b) it is shown that the curves (or ()P, = 180° do not differ 
from each other. But with decreasing ()P, these curves have different be
haviour. They are tending to the asymptotic behavior with increasing kp 
and have a node near the momentum q = O.:J GeV /c. Curves in Fig.4(c) 
have different qualitative behaviour from the above ones and a strong an
gular dependence both at :;mall q < 0.1 CeV /c and large q > 0.4 GeV /c. 

li'i0"1n•n!; chnurc ("\111' r·~)lt•nl~.tinn ··ncnltc "lnrl nvnnt·imont~l rl':llt':ll rl'>-1 r;l nn --o----- --.,-- ----- · ·· ----------------- ··--·- -·-t·------------ -~---L~- --J ---

the vector polarization transfer coefficient in the first kinematic. Dubna 
data [15] is preliminary. Good agreement. between theory and experiment 
is observed. During the calculation the mass parameters o = 0.5, {3 = 0. 
were used. The comparison of Sa.clay and Duhna data shows a similar 
dependence on the incident proton momentum. Such a dependence was 
predicted in Ref. [11]. The continuation of the measurement of ](1 to 
the region q = 0.5- 0.6 GeV /cis of great interest for the understanding 
of the deuteron spin structure and the compa.rision with other theoretical 
calculations. 

4. Inclusive Cross Section for the p + /J __. 7/ +X Process in the 
Relativistic Impulse Approximation 

Now we present the calculation results of the inclusive cross section for 
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Figure 5: Vector polarization transfer coefficient /{ 1 for the p + D --. p' +X 
process in RIA. Experimental data: 6. - [13], x - [12], • - [14], o - [15]. 
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this process. In the RIA it is defined by the expression 

d
3

a I{ A(u) 01{3 • atot 
E-1 3 = · 01f3 • P(u) pN• ( q 

where K is a kinematical factor, a~% is the total cross section of the p+N --> 

X process. 
We have investigated the momentum dependence of the cross section on 

the mass parameter a and the restriction due to the kinematical boundary 
of the reaction. 

Figure 6 shows the results of our calculation of the cross section with 
RDWF [18]. Curves 1,2 arc calculated for kp = 4.55,103 GeV fc without 
taking into account the kinematical boundary of the reaction. Curves 
3,4,5 include this restriction by the model kind and show ambiguities near 

· the kinematical limit. During the calculation the mass parameters a = 
0.5, (J = 0. were used. It is seen that far from the kinematical boundary 
curves 1,2 lie above the data [2] and curves 3,4,5 agree with them. Our 
results show that the contribution of the RIA to the cross section is very 
important for the estimation of other mechanisms. Note that there is a 
difference between the data at kp = 4.55 GcV /c and at kp = 8.9 GeV /c 
where the mass correction may give a considerable contribution. In our 
opinion, that means that at these momenta the asymptotic regime is still 
not rParhPrl Tt. il': tlPrP~~::lJ'V tn P'n tn hiuhPr· Pn<>t·<TiP~ tn vPrifv th<> nr<>rlirtinn "' ._. ._. ._. ~ ... 

of the dependence on the incident proton momentum. 

Conclusion 
The relativistic impulse approximation in the framework of the co

variant approach is a nontrivial mechanism of the interaction of incident 
particles with the deuteron constituents. In the relativistic region it takes 
into account the nucleon off-shell effect, N N pair production and in the 
deep cumulative region (near the kinematical limit) possibly the vacuum 
structure itself. The RIA is a powerful theoretical instrument for the de
velopment not only of the deuteron theory but generally of the relativistic 
discription of many body systems. 
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ToKapea M.B. 
PenATMaMCTCKoe MMnynbcHoe npM6nM*eHMe 
M cnMHoaaA CTpyKTypa AeMTpOHI 

E2-92-264 

PaccMorpe~ npo~eccw tparMeHTa~MM reHJopHo M aeKropHo nonApMJOBaHHWX 
AeMTPOHOB a npoTOHW B paMKaX KOBapMaHTHOro nOAXOAa 8 nepeMeHHWX CBeToao
ro KOHyca a TePMMHaX penATMBMCTCKOM BOnHOaOM ~YHK~MM AeMTPOHa C OAHKM 
HyKnOHOM Ha MaCCOBOM o6ono~Ke. MccneAyeTCA JaBMCMMOCTb TeHJOpHOM aHanMJM
p~eM CnOC06HOCTM, aeKTOpHoro KO~~MeHTa nepeAa~M nonApMJa~MM M MHK~
JMBHOrO ce~eHMA 3Toro npo~ecca or MMnynbca nporoHa-cneKraropa,awnera~
~ero a JaAHGO nonyc~py (9p · = 140°, 180°),M MMnynbca Hanera~ero nporoHa. 
npoaeAeHw pac~erw Ha6~AaeMWx aenM~MH AnA rpex reOMerpMM, ornM~a~xcA 
OpMeHTa~MeM COMHOa AeMTPOHa M npOTOHa-cneKTaTopa 00 OTHoweH~ K nnOCKOCTM 
pacceAHMA. nony~eHHWe peJynbTaTW cpaBHMBa~TCA C aCMMnTOTM~eCKMM OOBeAeHM
eM 3TMX BenM~MH M MM~CA 3KCnepMMeHTanbH~M AaH~M . 3KCnepMMeHTaObHaA 
npoaepKa npeACKaJaHHWX MMnynbCHWX M yrnOBWX JaBMCMMOCTeM TeHJOPHOM aHanM
JMp~M COOC06HOCTM M aeKTOpHOrO KO~M~MeHTa nepeAa~M nonApM3a~MM npeA
CTaanAeT MHTepec AnA Mly~eHMA MMnynbCHWX M COMHOBWX pacnpeAeneHMM KOHCTM
TyeHTOB aWCOKOMMnynbCHOM KOMOOHeHTW AeMTpOHa. 

Pa6ora BwnonHeHa B fla6opaTOPMM BWCOKMX 3HeprMM OM~M. 

npenpHHT 06w:.IIMHCHHOro HHCTHTyY3 ll.lCpHbiX MCCJIC.1083HHil . lly6Ha 1991 
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The fragmentation processes were considered of tensor- and vector-po
larized deuterons to protons in the framework of the covariant approach 
in the light cone variables on the basis of the relativistic deuteron 
wave function with one nucleon on-mass shell. In the relativistic impulse 
approximation the dependence of the tensor analyzing power T20 and vector 
polarization transfer coefficient K on the momentum of the nucleon-spec
tator backward scattering and the momentum of the incident proton for dif
ferent deuteron and proton spin orientations were investigated. The ob
tained results were compared with the asymptotic behaviour of these obser
vables and the experimental data. The experimental verification of pred i c
ted dependences P.f T20 and ~is of interest for the research of the mo-

• mentum and spin distributions of high momentum deuteron constituents . 

The investigation has been performed at thP laboratory of High Energi
es, JINR. 
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